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Polymer Institute in Bratislava (367)  Pavol Hrdlovic, Director (368)

Dr.h.c.Slovak Academy of Sciences in 2001 (369)

Near Mayerhofen in the Zillertal 2001 (370)  With Conrad Wogrin (371)
Houses of the Vogl's:

- 2 Breeze Hill Road, Wilmington, DE (372, 373)
- 212 Aubinwood Road, Amherst, MA (374)
- 349 Oxford Road, New Rochelle, NY (375)
- 12 Canterbury Lane, Amherst, MA (376, 377)
Vienna Symposium: Macromolecules in the 21st Century, October 6-9, 2002

Palais Eschenbach (378)  St Stefan’s Cathedral, Symbol of Vienna (379)

Josef Schurz, Chairman (380)  Helga Roder, Secretary/Treasurer (381)  Herwig Kainz, Vice Chairman (382)

At the Griechenbeisl Dinner of the speakers (383)  At the banquet (384)
Opening lecture, Gilbert, Sydney (385)

The audience (386)

Coffee break (387); In Traiskirchen (388)

Reception at the City Hall, Vienna (389)

Final Lecture (390)
The High Tatra’s (390) Hotel Arcadia in Stasna Lesa (391)

The Attendees of the Conference on Modified Polymers (392)

At the banquet: Lyda Rychla (393) Nadja Schubertova with Anton Mancincin (394) With Eberhard Borsig (395)
Meeting with Gary Jaycox, Technical Editor, PPS and Henri van Dorsson in Amherst 1998 (396) With Poecksteiner and the Federal President Fischer in Vienna (397)

My vascular surgeon Dr. Jeffrey Kaufman in Springfield, MA 2003 (398); my neurosurgeon, Dr. G. Rees Cosgrove, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School (399)

With my cardiologist in Vienna, Professor Ludwig Zawodsky 2004 (400) At 77 (401)
Reception in the Hofburg by the Federal President of Austria, Heinz Fischer (395, 396)

In Graz to celebrate Sepp Schurz’s 80th Birthday; OV with Grete (397); Jane with Sepp (398)

In Graz (399); Professor Ribitsch (400); Dinner in the Haeuserl im Wald (401)
The 77th anniversary celebration – ki-ju Kyoto (402, 403)

With the Kansai family at the restaurant Moritaya in

The 77 year old baby (404) International Hotel in Yokohama, location of the 54th Annual Meeting of SPSJ in 2005 (405);

The kampai at the banquet (406)

With President Okamoto as Honorary Member of SPSJ (407), Dinner with the Kanto family in Yokohama (408)
Leoben: Annual Academic Celebration of University 2005 (409): With the Rektor (President) of the University, Prof. Wolfhard Wegscheider (410)

The Audience (411);

With Hannes Herbst and Fraternity Leader (412)

With Herbst and the Mayor of Leoben, Dr. Matthias Konrad (413); with Sektionschef Dr. Norbert Rozsenich (414)
Luncheon at the University of Leoben (415);

Sepp and Grete Schurz (416)

With the Mayor and the Rektor (417);

With Prof. Klaus Lederer and the Kainz's (418)

Manfred Raetzsch (419);

Kainz, Lederer and HR Erika Perdula